Abstract-This paper presents a methodology, with supporting tool, for formal modeling and analysis of software components in cyber-physical systems. Using our approach, developers can integrate a simulation of logic-based specifications of software components and Simulink models of continuous processes. The integrated simulation is useful to validate the characteristics of discrete system components early in the development process. The same logic-based specifications can also be formally verified using the Prototype Verification System (PVS), to gain additional confidence that the software design complies with specific safety requirements. Modeling patterns are defined for generating the logic-based specifications from the more familiar automata-based formalism. The ultimate aim of this work is to facilitate the introduction of formal verification technologies in the software development process of cyber-physical systems, which typically requires the integrated use of different formalisms and tools. A case study from the medical domain is used to illustrate the approach. A PVS model of a pacemaker is interfaced with a Simulink model of the human heart. The overall cyber-physical system is co-simulated to validate design requirements through exploration of relevant test scenarios. Formal verification with the PVS theorem prover is demonstrated for the pacemaker model for specific safety aspects of the pacemaker design.
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INTRODUCTION
C YBER-PHYSICAL systems connect and integrate heterogeneous components to create control loops necessary for processing, sensing, and actuation [1] . When developing cyber-physical systems, the need typically arises to simulate, and therefore model, components of different kinds. This happens, for example, when a physiological process (e.g., the heart's electrical conduction system) is monitored and controlled by an embedded digital system (e.g., a pacemaker device). To develop the system effectively, each of the two sub-systems, controlled process and embedded device, should be modeled in the appropriate formalism, also because embedded device experts may not be familiar with physiological process modeling, and conversely.
Many different languages and environments have been introduced to support modeling and simulation. This variety and abundance of tools reflects the fact that different components are best modeled with domain-specific languages and concepts. For example, a tool devised to simulate embedded systems is probably not the best solution to simulate physiological processes. An important distinction among modeling and simulation formalisms is between those oriented to discrete systems and those oriented to continuous processes. The former can be described as evolving through a discrete set of states, whereas the latter can be described by a set of variables whose values change continuously according to some law, usually defined by differential equations.
In critical application domains such as health care and avionics, developers need to prove that the system design complies with safety requirements. Therefore, besides analyzing the system through simulations, it is also highly desirable (and often mandatory) that the system is assessed using formal verification technologies.
For discrete components of a cyber-physical systems, one class of formal modeling languages that has gained wide acceptance among software designers is the one based on various kinds of automata. Their acceptance rests both on the immediateness of their basic concepts (states and transitions) and their graphical representation. Logic-based formalisms, on the other hand, are also widely used in verification technologies. They may offer more expressiveness power in the specification of system properties beyond the strictly behavioral ones, thanks to the more abstract nature of the concepts they can represent. For example, they have been applied to problems not fitting the automata paradigm, such as aircraft trajectory modeling [2] , or used to derive system constraints from a mathematical description [3] .
In this work, the Prototype Verification System (PVS) [4] is adopted for formal modeling and analysis of discrete system components. PVS is a theorem-proving environment for higher-order logic, provided with an extension package, called PVSio [5] , that makes it possible to simulate a system specified in the purely logical language of PVS. With this choice, developers may use the same PVS model both for simulation and formal verification.
The continuous part of a cyber-physical system, on the other hand, is usually modeled and simulated with a blockbased graphical tool, such as Simulink [6] or ScicosLab [7] . With these tools, a system is specified through a set of interconnected functional blocks, each representing an operation on signals, such as integration, amplification or attenuation, sampling, and so on.
Software engineers would benefit from using all the above tools in combination-each part of the system could be modeled using the most appropriate tool. However, those tools are usually not interoperable. To simulate the whole system, models would need to be translated into a common formalism, as each model can be executed only in its native simulation environment. This is not always feasible or convenient, e.g., because environments like Simulink use proprietary languages [8] , or because a single environment does not fit all modeling and analysis needs. An approach capable of bridging this gap is co-simulation [9] , i.e., integrated simulation of different sub-models, each described and simulated in the respective language and environment.
The main contribution of this paper is a methodology, with supporting tools, whereby a logical model of a discrete system is interfaced to a block-based model of a continuous process. The overall system can be co-simulated, and the discrete part can be formally verified.
This methodology aims at integrating a logic formalism and tool, the Prototype Verification System (PVS), with other better known specification languages, and also at integrating formal verification with validation by simulation. The core of the presented approach is a modeling pattern for translating networks of communicating timed automata into a set of logic theories, one for each automaton plus a coordinating theory for the whole network. Tool support is implemented within the PVSio-web prototyping toolkit. The theories for the single automaton are generated automatically with the PVSio-web graphical environment. This environment is also used to simulate the modeled system, possibly in conjunction with other models specified with different formalisms, communicating through a messaging protocol. The messaging protocol makes it possible to abstract from the external interfaces of the tools implementing the models, and to run simulations in a distributed environment. This approach is illustrated through a case study in the domain of electronic medical devices, namely, the simulation of a heart-pacemaker system. The approach demonstrated for this case study is easily generalized to other systems modeled with networks of deterministic timed automata.
We may observe that a logic-based formalism such as PVS can also be used to model and verify continuous systems [10] , and likewise a block-based tool such as Simulink can be used to simulate discrete systems, for example modeling automata with the Stateflow [11] component. As a matter of fact, the co-simulation framework presented in this paper can connect model of various kind in different combinations. However, the present work is focused on modeling a discrete controller in a cyber-physical system.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. The paper's contribution is outlined in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the PVSio-web framework, providing essential background on the PVS language and verification technology. Section 5 introduces the case study. Section 6 recalls basic definitions and concepts necessary to model and analyze timed automata and networks of timed automata. Section 7 presents the patterns developed in this work to represent networks of timed automata in the form of logic theories. The method developed to cosimulate a logic model together with a block-based Simulink model is presented in Section 8. Section 9 shows how the logic model used for co-simulation can be used also for verification by theorem proving. Finally, Section 10 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
The problem of simulating heterogeneous systems has been addressed by many researchers. In this section, five classes of related work are referenced: (i) co-simulation of cyberphysical systems; (ii) formal verification of Simulink models; (iii) tools for the analysis of timed automata in PVS; (iv) work addressing the specific case study presented in the present paper; and (v) work on automata-based specification patterns.
Co-Simulation of Cyber-Physical Systems
The Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) [12] , [13] is a standard for model exchange and co-simulation. Model exchange is the ability of a modeling tool to generate a model implementation that can be used as a component (functional mockup unit, FMU) in a model executed by another tool, or conversely to use a model generated by another tool as a component. Co-simulation is performed through the execution of different submodels of an overall model by different tools in a distributed environment. The submodels are orchestrated by a master that communicates with them through proxy modules (FMI wrappers) whose interfaces are FMI-compliant. The FMI standard is supported by many tools, e.g., HybridSim [14] , but all of them are based on the block-based representation of hybrid systems, whereas the tools presented in this work enable co-simulation of models based on different conceptual frameworks, including logic theories, which in turn enable formal verification.
Jalali et al. [15] discuss the issues of multisimulation, i.e., assembling one complex simulator out of a number of preexisting heterogeneous simulators. Their work is focused on a framework for the synchronization of the simulators, drawing on the theory of database transactions.
In [16] , an approach to co-modeling and co-simulation is presented, based on expressing a discrete-event model and a continuous-time one in the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [17] , [18] and in the Bond-Graph notation [19] , respectively. The Crescendo tool [20] is used to integrate two simulation environments, Overture [21] for VDM and 20-sim [22] for Bond-Graphs. A key concept is a contract listing the information needed to coordinate the two models, including shared parameters, variables, and events. A co-simulation engine manages synchronization and data exchange.
Attarzadeh, Niaki, and Sander [23] extend the ForSyDe modeling framework [24] to support heterogeneous co-simulation. A ForSyDe model is a hierarchical set of processes, where each process may belong to a subset corresponding to a given Model of Computation (MoC) [25] . A MoC is, roughly, the underlying time, synchronization, and communication model assumed by a process, and the ForSyDe framework enables processes with different MoCs to co-execute. This framework has been extended with wrapper processes interacting with external simulators or even hardware. In a case study, three parts of a system are modeled by compiled code, VHDL code, and a Simulink model, each executed in the respective execution environment.
A comprehensive survey of other similar co-simulation technologies for cyber-physical systems is in [9] .
Whilst these approaches to co-simulation share some similarities with our method, they lack an integrated vision of simulation and formal verification. This integrated perspective is especially important in application domains such as avionics, transportation, and health care, where systems require high level of assurance and system design needs to be proved compliant to given requirements. As has been noted several times by different authors, simulation and testing can be used to prove the presence of anomalies in a system design, not their absence. Formal verification provides a different, complementary perspective, allowing developers to analyze systematically all possible behaviors specified by the system design.
Formal Verification of Simulink Models
The Simulink Design Verifier [26] is a component of the Simulink environment including a property prover for discrete models. The prover is a model checker based on Sta lmarck's proof procedure [27] . Verification is carried out by instrumenting the model with Simulink blocks or Matlab functions specifying proof objectives to verify and proof assumptions to use in the proof. A library of blocks or functions provides various logical conditions and property templates, including templates for temporal properties. Whilst Simulink Design Verifier can be used to analyze behavioral aspects of the models, the analysis process necessary to perform the analysis of user-defined properties can be quite complex and time consuming, as the tool is highly specialized for the identification of specific types of design anomalies, such as division by zero and buffer overflows. Additionally, the use of model checking poses limits to the size and complexity of the models that can be analyzed within certain time bounds with reasonable resources.
Many alternative approaches to formal verification of a subset of MATLAB/Simulink models have been proposed that are based on model translations. In [28] a translation of discrete-time Simulink models into the synchronous data flow language Lustre is presented; the SCADE design verifier [29] or other model checkers can be applied on the generated models. Similarly, in [30] , models in a subset of Simulink are translated into the Boogie [31] verification language annotated with first-order logic formulae and verified using the Z3 theorem prover [32] . The Simulink subset consists of the blocks in the discrete library and stateless blocks.
In [33] , Simulink models are annotated with contracts specifying a model's submodels, and represented as synchronous data flow graphs [34] , from which functionally equivalent sequential programs are generated. These programs are then analyzed by refinement-based techniques [35] , and verified with the Z3 theorem prover.
The CheckMate environment [36] is a Simulink toolbox (i.e., block library) used to simulate and verify a class of hybrid automata. Verification is done by model-checking ACTL [37] formulae.
Chen et al. [38] present a formal representation of Simulink models in Timed Interval Calculus [39] , which is then translated and verified in PVS.
With these approaches based on model translation, multiple models need to be maintained. In particular, Simulink models need to comply to certain structural properties otherwise the model translators will fail to translate the model. This can be highly inefficient when dealing with complex systems, and in some cases may also prevent re-use of legacy models. Our co-simulation method alleviates these shortcomings, as it does not require model translation.
Tools for the Analysis of Timed Automata in PVS
TAME (Timed Automata Modeling Environment) [40] supports verification of timed automata by providing two main features: A set of patterns, called templates, to represent various classes of timed automata in PVS, and a set of theories and proof strategies built on top of the PVS proof system. The TAME templates share various common aspects with our modeling patterns for individual automaton models: the state of the automaton is represented as a PVS record type; a dedicated state attribute represents time; transitions between states are represented as PVS functions over states; and predicates over actions check which actions are enabled at each time.
The main differences between our framework and TAME are as follows: TAME is more focused on automatic verification, and develops proof tactics based on the templates. Our framework is more focused on validation of automata models and properties, providing an infrastructure for supporting co-simulation of cyberphysical systems. Our framework provides a graphical front-end for modeling timed automata. These graphical models are automatically translated into PVS theories, allowing developers without expertise in formal modeling to specify and simulate a system in PVS. In TAME, on the other hand, a front-end for instantiating the templates has not been created, and developers need to manually edit the PVS theories. Our framework defines templates for building a network of timed automata out of a given set of automaton models. TAME provides templates only for single automaton models. If developers need to model a network of timed automata in TAME, they need to convert the network into an equivalent single automaton. Our framework supports co-simulation of PVS models and Simulink models. In TAME, on the other hand, co-simulation with Simulink is out of scope of the framework. It is also important to remark that the TAME environment cannot be embedded in Simulink using, e.g., an S-Function.
The commonalities between TAME and our framework open new interesting opportunities for development. In fact, our PVS modeling patterns can be converted into a form that is compliant with the TAME templates. Developers using our framework can therefore use TAME tactics during verification attempts. Conversely, TAME templates can also be converted into a form compatible with our modeling patterns. This allows TAME users to exploit our co-simulation engine, as well as to use the Emucharts environment for visualizing automata models.
Modeling and Analysis of the Heart-Pacemaker System
Formal verification and validation of the whole pacemakerheart system has been explored in several papers using multiple analysis tools and modeling formalisms. For example, in [41] and [42] , a pacemaker-heart system is verified and validated using Simulink and UPPAAL [43] . The former is used for realistic simulations, the latter is used to verify safety requirements of the pacemaker-heart system using formal methods technologies. Ad hoc models are developed in UPPAAL to translate core parts of the Simulink models needed for the verification.
Similarly, in [44] , Simulink is used in conjunction with Prism [45] . Ad hoc Prism models are developed to represent the behavior of the pacemaker-heart system and verify pacemaker properties related to energy consumption.
These approaches focus solely on verification, and lack an integrated view verification-simulation. In this case, simulation gives developers a means to validate models and demonstrate analysis results to domain experts. Translating and analyzing Simulink models in tools like UPPAAL or Prism requires manipulating the model, as abstractions need to be used to express the model in a different formalism and to make the analysis tractable. Establishing a dialogue with medical domain experts is important whenever a model translation is performed, as the model needs to be validated-verification provides strong guarantees about a system if an accurate model of the system is used. This dialogue with domain experts is also important for validating the translation of informal requirements into properties of the model, as well as to check the relevance of counterexamples obtained from failed verification attempts. Tools like UPPAAL and Prism are not designed to support this dialogue with domain experts. Their user interfaces are highly specialized for formal methods experts. Our framework alleviates these shortcomings: model translation is not necessary; validation of formal models of the pacemaker can be carried out through co-simulation with Simulink heart models; full formal analysis of the pacemaker model can be carried out using the PVS theorem prover, using an assume-guarantee style of reasoning; finally, formal analysis results can again be demonstrated using co-simulation.
It is worth noting that formal verification tools for hybrid systems can alleviate challenges related to model translation, as their specification language is expressive enough to capture the dynamics of Simulink models. For example, KeYmaera [46] , [47] , is a theorem prover for differential dynamic logic. The modeling language offered by the tool is based on first order logic, and includes constructs for expressing conditions, non-determinism, loops, composition, and continuous dynamics. Modal operators are used for expressing state reachability properties of the model. Whilst KeYmaera and other similar tools provide expressive modeling languages and incorporate powerful verification technologies, these tools lack the integrated view verification-simulation necessary to support model validation and demonstration of analysis results.
Automata-Based Specification Patterns
The modeling patterns introduced in this paper (see Section 7) define a set of logic theories suitable to represent deterministic timed automata and timed automata networks. These patterns were inspired from our previous work on modeling interactive (human-machine) devices [48] and formal analysis of user interface software code [49] .
Others have explored the definition of automata-based specification patterns for different purposes. In [50] , for example, patterns were introduced for modeling web services based on publish-subscribe as timed automata. Another example is [51] , where a library of timed automata models has been developed for representing the characteristics and functionalities of real-time systems. The library in this case was meant to be used by developers as a workbench, to assess the correctness and accuracy of different modeling and analysis tools for real-time systems.
The use of automata-based specification patterns has also been used as a means for translating natural language requirements into temporal logic formulae in a more intuitive manner. The argument is that there is usually a large semantic gap between the formulation of a property in natural language and its corresponding formalization in temporal logic. This gap makes the translation process complex and error prone (see also [52] and [53] for a discussion on the topic). An example of such an approach is [54] , where modeling patterns based on B€ uchi automata are introduced for expressing temporal properties over system executions.
CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) the definition of a set of PVS patterns to represent timed automata networks, (ii) a procedure to apply the patterns (Section 7), and (iii) a software framework (Section 4) where an embedded system described by timed automata can be co-simulated together with a plant modeled as a hybrid system with a block-based language.
The main features of the framework are summarized below: a network of timed automata is created by composing deterministic timed automata developed with the graphical editor of the PVSio-web framework; the network is automatically translated into logic theories according to the proposed patterns; the resulting logic specification is amenable both to verification and simulation with the PVS theorem prover and its PVSio extension; the logical specification can be co-simulated with a block-based model using the PVSio-web framework; two interface subsystems connect the respective models to a WebSocket [55] communication framework. Their purpose is to intercept simulation events generated by the two models, and forward them from one simulation environment to the other. The logical patterns and the co-simulation framework are shown through a running a example. An implantable cardiac pacemaker (ICP) model, originally described using timed automata, is specified in PVS and is executed in a PVSio process, and a heart model is specified in the Simulink language and executed by the Simulink tool.
The two modules communicate through the interface subsystems and operate as follows:
The ICP model interface is part of the PVSio simulation environment. It uses a WebSocket connection to receive events (atrial and ventricular signals) from the heart model. The same WebSocket connection is used to send pacing events generated by the ICP simulation to the heart simulation. The heart model interface is part of the Simulink model. It receives pacing events over a WebSocket connection from the ICP model interface. The events are injected into the heart simulation. Atrial and ventricular events from the heart simulation are sent to the ICP simulation using the same WebSocket connection. The above approach extends the framework presented in [56] for integrated simulation of PVS models and models described in Simulink. In that work, the WebSocket framework was used to generate infusion pump simulations, where the user interface component is developed in PVS, and the pump controller is developed in Simulink. Preliminary work on the simulation of the heart-pacemaker system appeared in [57] .
THE PVSIO-WEB FRAMEWORK
The PVSio-web framework [58] , [59] has been originally designed to validate the user interface of medical devices by interactively animating a formal specification of the user interaction with the device. This specification can be written directly in the PVS language, or entered graphically as a state machine diagram that is automatically translated into the PVS language.
PVSio-web is implemented in JavaScript by a software platform composed of several scripts, invoked and coordinated through a web interface. The main components of the framework are the model builder, the Emucharts editor, and the simulator. The model builder is used to create a realistic graphical interface of the device to be studied. Typically, a picture of the device's front panel is displayed in the model builder, and the user may associate regions of the picture (e.g., buttons, knobs, or displays) to PVS functions that simulate user input or device output. A PVS model generator for the Emucharts editor has been implemented, which enables automatic generation of PVS executable functions from state machine diagrams drawn with the Emucharts editor. The modeling patterns used in the model generator are presented in Section 7. The simulator is a PVSio process that is invoked to interactively exercise the device model (see [60] for a detailed description of the functionalities and workflows supported by PVSio-web).
PVS is the main verification technology used by PVSioweb. It is an interactive theorem prover, enabling users to define theories and prove theorems within them. Theories are written in a typed higher-order language, where the user can define complex types and express properties of higher-order concepts, such as functions and sets. The theorem prover provides an extensive number of inference rules based on the sequent calculus [61] , which the user can select and apply in different proof steps. The proof is not fully automatic but computer-assisted; the inference rules, however, are very powerful and experienced users may find proofs in a short time.
This paper is not mainly concerned with the theoremproving applications of PVS, but with its use as a prototyping tool. This use is made possible by the PVSio extension. PVSio is a ground evaluator that computes the value of ground (variable-free) expressions. The evaluator can also compute functions with side effects, such as producing outputs. It should be noted that functions with side effects are logically equivalent to normal (i.e., purely logical) functions of the PVS language, so that they do not interfere with theorem proving. The PVS theorem prover can be started in PVSio mode, where it accepts as inputs ground function expressions to evaluate. In this mode, the PVSio evaluator functions as an interpreter for a logic programming language.
Background on the PVS Language and the Sequent Calculus
The PVS specification language provides the usual base types, such as Booleans, naturals, integers, reals, and others. More complex types can be defined, including function types denoted by type expressions of the form ½domain ! codomain, where domain and codomain can be any type, including function types. Functions with the Boolean codomain type are called predicates. PVS specifications are included in theories. Formulae and definitions of a theory may refer to and be proved with formulae and definitions from other theories made accessible by IMPORTING declarations. A set of fundamental theories, called the prelude, is imported implicitly, and additional libraries provide a large number of theories containing standard definitions and proved facts, e.g., about sets, sequences, and graphs.
The syntax of the PVS language is quite complex, and its basic constructs will be shown in examples throughout the paper. A few constructs and conventions, however, should be known beforehand:
Comments extend from a '%' character to the end of line. If p is a predicate over a set S, ðpÞ denotes the subset of S whose elements satisfy p. A record is a tuple whose elements are referred to by their respective field name. The ''' symbol is called a turnstile and may be read as "entails" or "yields." Each antecedent or consequent is a formula of any form (in the underlying logic language), except another sequent.
The inference rules of the sequent calculus are used to transform sequents. Some rules transform one sequent into two or more new sequents, so that a proof can be represented as a tree whose nodes are sequents and whose arcs are applications of inference rules. A proof terminates successfully when all branches terminate with a proved sequent, i.e., one where either any formula occurs both as an antecedent and as a consequent, or any antecedent is false, or any consequent is true.
CASE STUDY OVERVIEW
This section introduces the case study chosen to illustrate the presented tools and methods, first sketching the structure of the already available model of the heart, and then describing the expected behavior of an ICP.
Simulink Model of the Heart
Simulink is a well known and widely used component of the Matlab tool. A Simulink model is built of functional blocks chosen from a vast block library. A fundamental block is the integrator, used to represent a differential equation. The core of the simulation engine is an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solver, which can be selected from a supplied set according to the mathematical characteristics of the simulated system.
The ODE solver integrates functions with respect to time, advancing time by a given (possibly variable) increment at each integration step. At user-specified intervals, the output of each block is sampled and fed to the next block(s) downstream.
The available Simulink library can be extended with user-defined custom blocks. The behavior of a custom block is defined by a user-supplied function called an S-function and written either in the Matlab programming language or in C or C++.
Models of the heart have been built [62] , [63] with hybrid automata (HA) [64] .
HA are characterized by a finite set of locations, representing distinct modes of operation, and a finite set of variables, representing time-varying quantities, such as speed or temperature, or stock market quotations, or morbidity rates. These quantities vary continuously with time according to some mathematical law, e.g., differential equations, and in different locations they may follow different laws.
In this paper, we use the Simulink model developed by Chen et al. [62] . In their model, the heart's electrical conduction system is specified as a network of HA implemented in Simulink. The HA representing ventricular cells have four modes: resting and final repolarization, stimulation, upstroke, and plateau and early repolarization. In each mode, the membrane voltage follows a specific differential equation. The complete Simulink model consists of over 200 functional blocks. A detailed illustration of the model is in [62] . Here, we illustrate the overall architecture and the input and output parameters of the model, as this is sufficient for the scope of this work.
The heart model has two main functional modules, Atrium and Ventricle, representing the electrical behavior of the atrium and ventricle (see Fig. 1 ). The two modules communicate through an AV module, which represents the atrioventricular node of the heart. Two input parameters allow designers to inject pacemaker signals in the heart: AP (Atrial Pacing), is used to inject the pacing stimulus generated by the pacemaker in the atrium; VP (Ventricular Pacing), is used to inject into the ventricle the pacing stimulus generated by the pacemaker. Another input, sasignal (Sinoatrial node signal), represents the firing frequency of the impulse-generating tissue of the heart. This input can be used to change the heart behavior and explore different scenarios (e.g., normal sinus rhythm, bradycardia, tachycardia). Two output parameters, Abeat and Vbeat, can be used to check whether the electric signal from the atrium and the ventricle has reached given thresholds.
Pacemaker Operation
Cardiac rhythm results from a complex electrochemical and biological process, where electrical signals are carried by variations of ionic concentrations across cell membranes. Schematically, signals are originated in the tissues of the sinoatrial (SA) node and propagated to the muscle tissues of the atria and then, after a propagation delay, to the muscle tissues of the ventricles. The SA signals determine the heart rate, and the propagation delays determine the interval between atrial and ventricular contractions.
A cardiac pacemaker maintains the cardiac rhythm within its physiological range by detecting pathological deviations of the heart rate (tachycardia and bradycardia) and reacting by issuing electrical pulses. A pacemaker must ensure that cardiac cycles occur at the correct rate, and that contractions of the atria and ventricles are appropriately separated.
A dual chamber pacemaker detects atrial and ventricular sense events (AS and VS, respectively) and issues atrial and ventricular pulse events (AP and VP), whose relative timing is constrained by a set of parameters. A sense event occurs when either chamber contracts, and a pulse event occurs when the pacemaker stimulates either chamber. We observe that the AP and VP events, besides being generated by the pacemaker, are also used within its internal logic, as will be shown in Section 7.
Following the schematization presented in [65] , the timing parameters are:
LRI Lower Rate Interval, is the maximum allowable separation between ventricular events; URI Upper Rate Interval, is the minimum allowable separation between atrial events; AVI Atrioventricular Interval, is the maximum allowable separation between an atrial and a ventricular event; PVAB Postventricular Atrial Blanking, is the period after a ventricular event during which atrial events are ignored; PVARP Postventricular Atrial Refractory Period, is the period following the PVAB during which the pacemaker responds to atrial events by issuing an atrial event rejection (AR) action; VRP Ventricular Refractory Period is the period after a ventricular event during which further ventricular events are ignored. The timing enforced by the pacemaker can then be described as follows, using timed automata (background notions on timed automata are in Section 6): 1) After a ventricular event, the next atrial event must occur within an interval equal to the difference between the LRI and the AVI. If no AS event occurs within that interval, the pacemaker issues an AP when the interval expires, as specified by the LRI automaton in Fig. 2 . 2) After an atrial event, a ventricular pacing pulse is issued if no ventricular event has occurred within the AVI, unless the time since the last ventricular is less than the URI. In this case, the ventricular pacing pulse is issued when the URI expires, as specified by the AVI automaton in Fig. 2 . 3) After a ventricular event, atrial events are ignored during the PVAB and the PVARP, as specified by the PVARP automaton in Fig. 2 . The AR event is not used in the pacemaker model considered in this work. 4) After a ventricular event, further ventricular events are ignored during the VRP, as specified by the PVARP automaton in Fig. 2 .
BACKGROUND ON TIMED AUTOMATA
This section introduces background notions on timed automata as used in [62] to formally specify the cardiac pacemaker.
A timed automaton (TA) [66] is a graph characterized by a finite set of locations with one initial location, a finite set of variables over the non-negative reals, called clocks, a finite set of actions, a finite set of predicates on clock values, called constraints, and a finite set of edges connecting locations. Each edge is labeled with one action, one constraint, and a set of zero or more clocks. The state of a TA is given by the location and the values of the clocks at a given time.
The identically true constraint, i.e., the constraint that is always satisfied, is omitted from the graphical representation of a TA.
Intuitively, a TA models a system operating in a number of distinct modes represented by the locations, switching between them when actions labeling an edge occur, provided the corresponding constraint is satisfied. If the edge is labeled with a set of clocks, those clocks are reset. While the system remains in a given location, the progress of time is reflected by the values of the clocks, whose values increase all at the same rate. In the case study discussed in this paper, timing constraints in the pacemaker are specified by TA.
The original concept of TA has been extended over the years by different researchers, to allow the composition of TA into networks of TA. In the present work, as in [65] , we use a subset of the theory for networks of TA implemented in the UPPAAL model checker [67] . In UPPAAL, synchronization between two automata is modeled by the existence in the network of two edges, one for each of the two automata, labeled with complementary actions. The set of synchronized actions in the network is partitioned into two subsets of equal cardinality, such that each action in one set has a complementary action in the other one. The two subsets are called the sets of input and output actions, respectively. One automaton executing an output action synchronizes with one or more automata, each executing the complementary action. Two edges labeled with complementary actions can be taken only if the constraints on each of them, if any, are satisfied. Actions not participating in synchronizations, i.e., internal actions, are all equivalent with respect to the network behavior, and are represented by the t action.
Graphically, input actions are denoted by a question mark (?) and output actions by an exclamation mark (!). The t label is usually omitted.
Another important extension to TA as defined by Alur and Dill [66] , used in UPPAAL, are location invariants [68] , i.e., constraints on clock values that must hold while an automaton is in a given location.
The above concepts are defined in the literature with slightly different terminology and notation. The following definitions derive from those in [69] , [70] , [71] , [72] .
Definition 1 (Clocks and time constraints). Let C be a finite set of variables (called clocks) ranging over R 50 . A simple time constraint is an expression of the form x ffl c or x À y ffl c, with x; y 2 C, c 2 N, and ffl2 f < ; 4; > ; 5g. A time constraint is a simple time constraint, or a conjunction, disjunction, or negation of time constraints.
A time constraint can be a guard or an invariant (see below). Please note that, as in [72] , we consider invariants of the form x < c or x4c.
Definition 2 (Resets). R ¼ 2
C is the set of resets.
A reset is a clock to be set to zero.
Definition 3 (Invariants)
. Let BðCÞ be a set of time constraints over C, and L a finite set of locations. IðLÞ is the set of invariants, with I : L ! BðCÞ.
Definition 4 (Actions
, is a finite set of actions, partitioned into input actions (S in ), output actions (S out ), and the internal action (t). C is a finite set of clocks; E L Â S Â BðCÞ Â R Â L is the set of edges; I : L ! BðCÞ assigns invariants to locations.
In an edge ðl; a; g; r; l 0 Þ, g 2 BðCÞ is called a guard. In the present work, we consider deterministic timed I/O automata, i.e., such that any edges labeled with the same action have mutually exclusive guards. Single timed automata models can be composed to create networks of Timed I/O Automata (defined below). This is useful to build complex models using simpler models as building blocks. In this work, this approach is used to develop the full pacemaker model. In In the above definition, rule 1 describes state changes due to the passing of time, and rules 2 and 3 describe changes due to internal actions of single automata or, respectively, input/output synchronizations within pairs of automata. Rules 4 and 5 describe synchronization between an automaton and the external environment, i.e., inputs (outputs) to (from) the network.
Definition 6 (Clock valuation
Additional definitions will be explained in the rest of this paper when necessary.
PVS PATTERNS FOR NETWORKS OF TIMED AUTOMATA
Following previous work by other authors [41] , [42] , [44] , [62] , in this paper a dual-chamber pacemaker is modeled as a network of timed automata. This section introduces the basic notions on networks of timed automata and the modeling patterns we adopt to represent the timed automata in the PVS language.
The Pacemaker Network
Fig. 2 (adapted from [65] ) shows the network for the pacemaker. Each automaton enforces some constraint on the intervals between pairs of events, using clocks named t (this name is local to each automaton) or clk (this clock is accessed both by the URI and the AVI automata). For example, the LRI automaton keeps the heart rate above a minimum value, defined by the Lower Rate Interval (TLRI). The automaton starts in the LRI location. Upon a ventricular event (VP? or VS?), clock t is reset. Upon an atrial sense event (AS?), the automaton waits in location ASed until a ventricular event occurs, which causes the automaton to return to the LRI location, resetting t. Since an atrial event must occur within TLRI À TAVI seconds after the last ventricular event, an atrial pulse (AP!) must occur if the automaton remains in LRI for a longer interval. This is specified by the invariant ft4TLRI À TAVIg on location LRI and by the edge labeled with the guard ½t5TLRI À TAVI, the action AP!, and the reset of t. This models the issue of an atrial pacing pulse by the pacemaker.
PVS Specification of a Timed Automaton
The concepts of TA can be expressed in the higher-order logic language of the PVS. In particular, the pacemaker model discussed above has been translated into a set of PVS theories. These theories are divided in two layers: the set of theories defining each single automaton, and a coordinating theory defining their interaction in a network. Let us consider first how the single automata are defined:
The state of an automaton is defined by a record type with one field representing the current location, plus one real-valued variable for each clock. For each action a defined for the automaton, an enabling predicate checks the enabling conditions for a. These conditions depend on the current location and on guards and invariants. For each action a defined for the automaton, a transition function returns the next state as specified by the edges labeled with a.
A time-checking predicate checks the enabling conditions for the internal actions t.
A timing function returns the next state as specified by the edges labeled with t. The following PVS fragment shows part of the PVS model for the LRI timed automaton of Fig. 2 . In the PVS code, suffixes in and out represent the ? and ! annotations of TA actions. The first two declarations define the set of locations and the structure of the state record, containing the loc and t fields.
Functions en_APout and APout are the enabling predicate and the transition function, respectively, for action AP!. Similar pairs of enabling predicate and transition function are declared for the other actions affecting the automaton.
Function APout is the output action of the automaton, and functions ASin, VPin, and VSin are input actions. Note that each function definition uses subtyping to restrict the function domain to the set of states where the action is enabled. This is denoted by specifying the type of the function argument as a predicate adorned with round brackets. For example, action APout is enabled only when predicate en_APout is true, and the type of the function argument is therefore (en_APout).
Predicate en_tau is the time-checking predicate and tau is the timing function, which in this case is a no-operation since there are no internal actions. This pair of predicate and function, however, is declared in all automata in order to achieve a more uniform treatment of automata synchronization, as discussed in Section 7.3 below.
The full PVS model of the ICP is in the Appendix.
Specification of the Network of Timed Automata
A network of timed automata is a set of timed automata synchronized through communication events (or simply events), i.e., coincident executions of one output action and one or more complementary input actions. Consider, for example, the VRP automaton in Fig. 2 . The automaton has input actions VP? and Vbeat?, and the output action VS!. All the other automata have an input action VS?. When transitions in the network labeled with VS! or VS? are enabled, they are executed simultaneously. Similarly, event VP occurs when action VP! is enabled in the AVI automaton and action VP? is enabled in other automata. The Vbeat? action has a special role. We may notice that no automaton in the pacemaker model has a Vbeat! or an Abeat! output action. These output actions are assumed to be executed by an external system, namely the heart model. The VRP automaton, besides modeling the ventricular events affected by constraints on the refractory period, interfaces the pacemaker model to the heart model by immediately executing the VS! action upon the occurrence of the Vbeat event. The location symbol adorned with a C is a committed location, meant to model an immediate and atomic response. The Abeat event is handled similarly by the PVARP automaton (see Fig. 2) .
The following PVS fragment shows part of the PVS model for the VRP automaton. 
END VRP
The network behavior is modeled by a coordinating theory, pacemaker. In the considered pacemaker model, each output action occurs in only one TA, called the originating automaton in the following. The theory is structured as follows:
The network state is defined by a record type composed of the states of all TA (grouped in the dev field) plus four fields representing signals exchanged with the heart model. For each output action a!, an event enabling predicate checks the enabling conditions for the synchronized occurrence of a! and its complementary actions. These conditions, in turn, depend on the enabling conditions for the actions in the single TA. The interface function drives the discrete-time simulation, synchronizing the ground evaluator on the pacemaker side with the fixed-step solver on the heart side. The event enabling and event transition functions take on different forms depending on the type of event: An event can be an input boundary event, an output boundary event, or a non-boundary event. An input boundary event models the reception of a signal from an external system and is characterized by an input action, such as Abeat? and Vbeat? in our example, without its complementary action. An output boundary event models the issue of a signal towards an external system and its output action, such as AP! and VP!, may have its complementary action or not. A non-boundary event models an exchange of signals within the network with matched pairs of complementary actions.
Let us consider an example of non-boundary event first:
The event enabling predicate checks if the VS! action is enabled in the VRP automaton and the VS? action is enabled in the other automata.
The event transition function returns the new network state resulting from the composition of the new states of the automata involved in the event.
An example of input boundary event is the Vbeat event: 
The event enabling predicate checks if (i) the Vbeat field in the state record is asserted, representing a Vbeat! output action executed by the heart model; (ii) the Vbeat? action is enabled in the VRP automaton; and (iii) the VS? action is enabled in the other automata. As shown in Fig. 2 , the Vbeat? action triggers a transition to a committed state, from where a mandatory transition executes the VS! action.
The transition function for output boundary events is more complex because the heart model requires the AP! and VP! signals to be rectangular pulses. In order to simulate these pulses, fields to control their duration have been added to the network state record. The following fragment shows the enabling predicate and transition function for the AP event: The event transition function computes the new LRI and AVI states and the new value of the apon variable. This variable is true if and only if the AP signal has been on for a time aptime less than the pulse duration APWIDTH. The apon variable is used in the network transition function to set the value of AP and in the time-advance function to increase or reset the value of aptime.
The network time-check predicate and timing function of each automaton use the automaton's time-check predicate and timing function.
The time-advance function simulates the passing of time, by increasing the values of all clocks, including those that control the generation of rectangular pulses: 
Simulation of Timed Automata
The network transition function exec returns the next network state by computing the output variables, handling shared clocks, and evaluating the transition function for an enabled event. Since the pacemaker model is deterministic, at most one event may be enabled. The interface function, pacemaker_tick, provides the external interface to the network. Its first parameter, ia, encodes the external Abeat! and Vbeat! actions as two real numbers, different from zero if the corresponding action occurs. With this information the function computes the successor of the network state st, and in particular it checks if the AP and VP events (atrial and ventricular pacing) occur. At the PVSio interactive prompt, a user could type an application of pacemaker_tick providing ground arguments, and the ground evaluator would print out the resulting next state, as shown in the following example, where init_input and init are constants defined in the pacemaker theory. 
PVS-SIMULINK MODEL CO-SIMULATION
Connecting two or more models based on different formalisms and implemented on different development tools poses three main issues: (i) matching the semantics of the data used in the models; (ii) matching the syntax of the same data; and (iii) synchronizing the simulation of the models. The rest of this section reports how these issues have been dealt with in the specific case discussed in this paper.
Matching the Semantics
In principle, the semantics of the two models are quite different, one being based on a network of timed automata and one on a large and complex hybrid automaton. However, in this case the interface between the two models is very simple: the heart model produces a one value on its Abeat or Vbeat signals when an atrial or ventricular contraction is simulated, and the pacemaker model produces a short rectangular waveform on AP or VP when a pulse must be delivered to either chamber. Therefore, the problem of matching the two data semantics reduces to a simple exchange of events, encoded as single values for the Abeat and Vbeat signals, and sequences of constant values for the AP and VP signals.
Whilst in our specific case PVS and Simulink exchange binary values that can be easily encoded in text and converted between the two tools, it is important to discuss the validity of this solution in the general case, where integer or real numbers need to be exchanged between the tools. With this respect, it is important to notice that communication between PVS and Simulink is carried out only during co-simulation runs. Therefore, the PVS component involved in the communication is PVSio, and not the PVS theorem prover.
In PVSio, an implementation of mathematical integers and reals is used. By default, numerical reals are evaluated in double precision (when semantic attachments are used) and then transformed into exact rationals and printed in the form n=d, where n is the numerator, and d is the denominator of the rational. PVSio uses a Lisp execution environment, and in Lisp there are no limits to the precision of rational numbers (other than computer memory). If a guaranteed decimal approximation is needed, a NASA library (fast_approx) can be used by the developers. The library provides a function set_precision for setting the desired decimal precision, and a function rat2decstr for printing real values in decimal format and according to the set decimal precision.
In Simulink, the precision and range of values exchanged with PVSio is defined at compile time, based on the type definitions and the compilation parameters used in the SFunction block responsible for managing communication of events and data with PVSio.
To ensure correct treatment and encoding of values, therefore, developers need to correctly set up the two simulation environments and the models, so as to make sure that the arithmetic precision used for integers and reals in the PVS model is congruent to the range of values exchanged with the Simulink model.
The other important aspect of model semantics, i.e., time, is discussed in the section on synchronization (Section 8.3).
Matching the Syntax
The syntax matching issue arises from the different user interaction styles of the applications implementing the two models. PVSio has a command-line interface, where the user types in a function expression and the PVSio solver prints out the result. Simulink computes the evolution of the system's variables, samples their values at userspecified simulated intervals, then displays the sampled values of selected variables graphically on simulated oscilloscope screens or numerically on simulated displays, or stores them in a file. It is then necessary, at each communication event, to extract information from the originating model's user interface, serialize it into a form suitable for transmission, and convert it in to a form acceptable for the destination model's interface.
Since the inputs and outputs of the pacemaker model are text strings formatted according to the PVS syntax, it is straightforward to encode and decode the data from or towards the other model. The only problem is that PVSio expects inputs from the operating system's standard input (normally the keyboard) and writes outputs to the standard output (normally an Emacs editor window or a command window). The operating system's facilities for input and output redirection must then be used to connect the PVSio process to the other model.
The heart model, in Simulink, has a graphical interface, and during simulation it does not accept user interaction, aside from pausing and restarting simulation, and possibly changing model parameters during pauses. In order to let the model communicate with other processes, a custom interface block has been added to the heart model (see Fig. 3 ), using a Simulink S-Function block. This block extracts the AP and VP signals from text data received from the pacemaker model and feeds them to the heart block. It also reads the Abeat and Vbeat signals from the heart block, converts them into text form, and sends them to the pacemaker model. At each simulation step, the heart block reads the current value of the sinoatrial signal from a sequence of values (normal_beat in the figure) stored in the Matlab workspace, and the AP and VP values from the interface block. 
Synchronization
In the heart model, the time increment at each simulation step (which is actually an ODE integration step) depends on the ODE solver's algorithm. Simulink provides both variableand fixed-step solvers. The latter are used for the heart model, with a solver step of 4 ms. This step duration is the common time unit used as reference in the co-simulation.
In the pacemaker model, the progress of time is modeled by incrementing the clock variables by one time unit at each simulation step, i.e., each time the interface function pacemaker_tick is evaluated.
In order to synchronize the two models, the simulated time of the heart model is taken as the global reference. At each sampling time, the interface block is executed and its S-function sends the pacemaker model a request to evaluate the interface function, so that the two models execute in lockstep with a blocking communications pattern.
It is important to remark that the simulation speed depends on the processing capabilities of the machine running the simulation. Therefore, 1 ms in the simulated execution run can last longer than 1 ms in the real world. This is however not an issue in our case, as the PVSio and Simulink execution environments do not have real-time constraints, and they correctly handle simulation runs where simulated time deviates from real-world wall-clock time.
Co-Simulation in the PVSio-Web Framework
The main components of the co-simulation environment are:
1) The PVSio-web platform.
2) The PVSio solver.
3) The co-simulation engine.
4) The heart model interface block.
5) The heart model. PVSio-web offers two co-simulation engines: an internal engine based on a WebSocket protocol and an external engine [73] based on the communication and co-ordination middleware SAPERE [74] . In the present work, the internal co-simulation engine is used, as it is sufficient to support co-simulation of the considered pacemaker-heart example. In this section, the details of the internal engine and of the heart model interface block are presented.
The internal co-simulation engine uses the APIs provided by PVSio-web to create a web server that encapsulates an instance of PVSio animating the PVS model. The component is implemented in JavaScript, and includes three main functions:
Connect: this function creates a WebSocket connection channel with the co-simulation component managing Simulink simulation runs. The function is invoked at the beginning of the co-simulation run. OnMessageReceived: this function listens for simulation events and data sent by the heart model interface block over a WebSocket connection on a predefined port. Events and data are encoded using a tool-neutral JSON format. The function translates simulation events and data into PVS expressions that can be evaluated in PVSio. The format of the PVS expressions is based on the structure of the PVS record type used to encode the state of the network of timed automata. SendMessage: this function listens for evaluation results returned by PVSio, and translates these results into JSON objects that can be sent to the Simulink heart model's interface block. The heart model interface block is implemented as a Simulink System Function (S-Function) block. The block implements a communication bridge for exchanging commands and data with the pacemaker model using JSON objects. A standard communication library, libwebsockets, 1 is used as a basis for the implementation. The block has two output buses for injecting simulation events (AP, VP) received from the pacemaker into the heart model. Similarly, two input buses are used for intercepting relevant state variables of the heart model (Abeat and Vbeat) that need to be transmitted to the pacemaker. Fig. 4 shows the components of the co-simulation architecture with their dependencies, using the UML component notation, with stereotypes to show different kinds of components, such as, e.g., PVS or JavaScript code.
The Emucharts editor of the PVSio-web platform is used to represent graphically the single TA. Fig. 5 shows the PVSio-web interface, where the Emucharts editor canvas is in the lower part. The PVS Theory item in the Code Generators menu produces the corresponding PVS theory. The LRI automaton in Fig. 5 is reproduced for clarity in Fig. 6 . Notably, the latest release of the Emucharts editor can import UPPAAL models.
The coordinating theory pacemaker is currently not generated automatically by PVSio-web, and developers need to write the theory directly in the PVS language using the patterns defined in Section 7.3.
Interaction Details
When the PVSio-web platform is started, it creates a WebSocket server and opens a web browser on the PVSio-web start page. The user types the URL of the directory containing the pacemaker model files, and the co-simulation HTML page opens. This page loads the co-simulation engine, a JavaScript file that sends the WebSocket server a command to start the PVSio solver, loading the pacemaker model theory. The solver is instantiated through another script of the PVSio-web platform, which redirects the solver's input and output to the web sockets server. The user can then start the heart simulation in the Simulink environment. The simulation engine executes the interface block for the first time, the block's S-function establishes a connection Fig. 4 . Components of the co-simulation architecture.
1. https://libwebsockets.org/ with the local WebSocket server, and the port for that connection is shown in a numerical display block of the heart model's graphical interface. The user can now turn to the co-simulation web page (see Fig. 7 ), insert the hostname of the machine where Simulink is running, and click on a "connect" button, thus establishing communication between the two models and the co-simulation engine. Two display windows show debugging information. Fig. 8 shows the exchange of messages after the connections have been established. In the figure, the PVSio-web lifeline represents the PVSio-web platform including the PVSio solver, and the Heart model represents the Simulink model including the heart model block and the interface block.
More in detail, the co-simulation engine, upon being loaded in the web browser, creates a WebSocket and registers a few listener functions that will be called on the occurrence of such events as connection opening or closing, and connects to PVSio-web. The listener for the connection opened event sends messages to PVSio-web causing it to start the PVSio solver, then it associates the connect button on the web page with a function that establishes a connection to Simulink and starts the process orchestrating the exchange of messages. First, a timer is programmed to send Simulink a sense command at regular intervals. When Simulink replies, the values of Abeat and Vbeat are inserted in a string representing a pacemaker_tick invocation, together with the current pacemaker state. The string is sent to PVSio-web and the co-simulation engine waits for the control signals AP and VP from the PVSio solver, that are then sent to Simulink.
On the Simulink side, the interface block is implemented as an S-function with the values of Abeat and Vbeat as inputs and AP and VP as output arguments. The simulation engine executes the interface block every sampling time. The first time the interface block is executed, its S-function tries to open a WebSocket on a predefined port number. If the attempt fails, other ports are tried. The selected port number is then shown on a display block (not shown in Fig. 3 ). At each subsequent invocation, the S-function waits for an incoming message. If the message is a sense command, the values of Abeat and Vbeat are converted to strings and inserted in the response, which is sent to the cosimulation engine. If the message is a pacing command, the values of AP and VP are extracted from the command and returned to the simulation engine. The simulation proceeds then to the next sampling time.
The co-simulation engine sends another sense command to the heart model, and the cycle repeats until the heart model simulation terminates.
Validation of the Pacemaker-Heart Model
The co-simulation structure described above can be used to validate the pacemaker specification under different pathological conditions. As mentioned in Section 5.1, the signal from the SA node determines the heartbeat rate. In the model shown in Fig. 3 , the SA signal is generated by a signal from workspace block, representing a sequence of values stored in the Matlab workspace. Different patient conditions are simulated by changing the SA signal. Fig. 9 shows the results of simulating a bradycardic episode, lasting about sixteen seconds. The four traces show, from top to bottom, a bradycardic SA signal, the resulting bradycardic Vbeat signal in absence of external pacing, the VP signal from the pacemaker, and the resulting paced Vbeat signal from the heart. It may be observed how the pacemaker correctly issues pacing signals at the rate of approximately one beat per second, doubling the rate of the Vbeat signal.
VERIFICATION
Whereas this work is focused on simulation, it should be remembered that the PVS is first and foremost an interactive environment to prove logical statements by manipulating them with commands implementing inference rules. For example, the following statement can be proved with the single PVS command grind, which iteratively applies instantiations and simplifications: The above lemma means: "It is always the case that module lri is in mode LRI and its clock is reset when transition AP is executed." Lemmas like this allow developers to perform essential sanity checks for the model, and verify that the model definition correctly incorporates hypotheses about the behavior of the system. In our case, an attempt to prove this lemma on an early version of the model failed, leading us to the discovery of an error in another part of the specification.
More interesting properties require more complex proofs. To prove, for example, that the pacemaker network is deterministic, one may prove that all events are mutually exclusive, i.e, when one event is enabled, all others are disabled. The following is a fragment of a theory for the verification of the pacemaker network: The axioms shown above express the semantics of committed locations in automata PVARP and VRP. Other axioms, not shown, represent location invariants and other properties immediately deducible from the theory of timed automata. Lemma ap_en_pvarptau states that the internal actions of PVARP are not enabled when event AP is enabled. The proof tree of this lemma is shown in Fig. 10 . The diagram, generated by the PVS, shows the initial sequent at the root, the commands issued by the user, and the resulting sequents, represented by the entailment symbols. The sequents can be made visible in the PVS theorem prover by clicking on the respective symbols, besides being typed out in the prover interface.
The first command, skosimpÃ, eliminates the universal quantifier by instantiating the sequent with fresh variables, expand replaces function names by their definitions, and lemma introduces axioms or already proved lemmas. The inst command eliminates a quantifier using ground expressions (constants in this case), split and flatten restructure a sequent, and assert applies various inference rules, which in this case lead to proving the sequents.
A few steps of the proof are shown in the following fragment, where the dashed line represents the entailment symbol separating antecedents (above) and consequents (below). The lemma to be proved is the first sequent, and it has no antecedents: . . .
Q.E.D. After proving similar lemmas, it is immediate to prove that no other event is enabled when AP is enabled: It may be observed that a PVS proof includes the automatic verification performed by PVS to check the wellformedness of the specification: type correctness, coverage of conditions, disjointness of conditions. All these checks, called typecheck conditions (TCC), are automatically and quickly verified by the prover.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The construction of a formal model of a medical device and the use of formal verification technologies can help system designers to gain confidence that the device performs the required functions under all the stated conditions, thus enhancing patient safety.
In the present work we have described a framework that facilitates modeling and simulation of cyber-physical systems. Software functionalities are modeled in the PVS theorem proving system. The characteristics of the plant are modeled in Simulink. Simulation of the overall cyber-physical system is obtained through co-simulation of the two models. The integrated simulation facilitates validation of the models, lightweight formal analysis based on simulation and testing, and full formal analysis of the software based on assumeguarantee reasoning [70] , [75] techniques.
The capabilities of the framework were demonstrated with an example based on a pacemaker-heart system. A timed automata specification of the pacemaker software is developed in PVS according to identified modeling patterns. The framework enables integrated simulation of the PVS pacemaker model with a Simulink heart model built on medical domain-specific knowledge. Integrated simulation allows software engineers to demonstrate the functionalities of the pacemaker software, and discuss hypotheses about its behavior for different physiological parameters of the patient. On the other hand, the correctness of the pacemaker design can be analyzed using PVS. This includes: wellformedness of the design (coverage of conditions, disjointness of conditions, type correctness), and analysis of design requirements.
An important aspect related to the generality of the framework is how easy is to extend the framework to support modeling and analysis tools other than PVS and Simulink. The question boils down to discussing the generality of the PVSio-web architecture used as a basis to build the cosimulation platform. The backbone of the architecture uses a standard WebSocket protocol for communication of simulation events and data. In fact, the PVSio environment of PVS is wrapped within a web-server responsible for converting the native read-eval-print loop of PVSio into a toolneutral event-based service. To do this conversion, the PVSio wrapper implements four main functions: start, which spawns a process running a PVSio instance; sendCommand, which translates simulation events encoded in JSON format into PVS expressions that can be evaluated in PVSio; processData, which translates the results returned by PVSio into tool-neutral JSON objects; and kill, which terminates the created process. If developers want to connect another tool providing an interactive read-eval-print loop to the PVSio-web infrastructure, they need only to re-implement these four interface functions of the wrapper.
Two important lessons were learned from this work, one related to the utility of co-simulation, and another related to challenges in the implementation of co-simulation engines.
Co-simulation proved an effective technology for the analysis of extensive models. The heart model considered in our case study was developed and validated by others in [62] . It included over 200 functional blocks. Translating such a large model in PVS or any another formal methods language would have been impossible in a reasonable amount of time with the available resources. Using co-simulation, we were able to use the heart model as-is, to validate the PVS model of the pacemaker and perform lightweight formal verification of system-level properties of the overall pacemaker-heart system. The co-simulation engine implemented in our framework uses ad hoc APIs, and each co-simulated model needs to be instrumented with those APIs. This is not an ideal situation, as developers need to reinstrument the models if a different co-simulation engine is to be used. Moving towards a standard API such as that defined in the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) would bring clear benefits under this perspective. We are currently extending the PVSioweb co-simulation engine in this direction. Being focused on co-simulation, we could dedicate only limited space to demonstrating how to carry out formal verification of safety requirements for the pacemaker model in PVS. Given that the heart model is not developed in PVS but in Simulink, an assume-guarantee reasoning is necessary to perform verification of system-level properties. An example of such properties is: "For any bradycardic episode, the pacemaker ensures that cardiac cycles occur at the correct rate." With assume-guarantee, the verification effort allows developers to prove that the pacemaker model guarantees the desired behavior of the pacemaker-heart system under suitable assumptions on the heart model. Formalizing these assumptions will be the object of further work.
An interesting research strand that is worth exploring as future work relates to the use of co-simulation and formal verification technologies for the analysis of cyber-threats and security-related properties. The specific case study considered in this paper is particularly relevant to such research strand, as pacemakers can be configured and reprogrammed using low-range wireless technologies, and various pacemaker manufacturers have discovered latent vulnerabilities in their pacemakers after the pacemaker was placed in the market. Device recalls have been carried out by manufacturers because these vulnerabilities, if exploited, could lead to permanent impairment or life-threatening injury for the patients (see [76] ).
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